CRIMSON CAREER CLOSET
Professional Attire Rental Agreement

“Attire For Hire”

I, the undersigned, have read and agree to the Terms and Conditions listed in the Crimson Career Closet Professional Attire Rental Agreement (see attached).

Student Name: ____________________________________________

CWID: ________________ Crimson email: ________________________@crimson.ua.edu

Major: __________________ College: __________________________

Purpose of visit: __________________________________________

Rental date: ______________________________________________

Date to be returned (by 4 p.m.): ______________________________

Received by: ______________________________________________

Condition of returned attire (good or damaged): __________________

Rented Attire

Item #: ____________________________________________________

Item #: ____________________________________________________

Item #: ____________________________________________________

Item #: ____________________________________________________

Item #: ____________________________________________________
Thank you for choosing Crimson Career Closet to obtain business attire for career-related pursuits.

Only University of Alabama students, who are officially enrolled (confirmed) during the period of the rental agreement, are eligible to rent attire from the Crimson Career Closet. The undersigned student hereby agrees to be responsible for the University of Alabama’s attire listed below, requisitioned by and released to the undersigned, and return such attire to the Crimson Career Closet located in 3607C Ferguson Center, adjacent to the Career Center.

The undersigned also agrees to the following terms:

- I agree to take care of these items and return them in good condition.
- I understand that I should not launder or alter items borrowed from the Crimson Career Closet.
- I understand attire may be reserved up to 7 calendar days.
- I agree to return all of my borrowed items by 4 p.m. on the date my items are due.
- I agree to return all of my borrowed items by 4 p.m. on the date my items are due.
- More than two late instances of return or failure to return business attire will result in the loss of my rental privileges for the remainder of the academic year.

By signing this document, I understand and agree to all conditions stated above.

Renter: ___________________________________________________________